
  

Abstract— In this paper, we present a design and control 
approach of a modular off-board actuation system with mono-
articular hip exosuit, enabling the instantaneous assistive profile 
modification of magnitude, shape, and timing. The off-board 
system consists an actuation unit with two degrees of freedom 
that can transmit forces to our soft exosuit via Bowden cables. 
To perform accurate force tracking and cable slack 
management, we implemented a switching admittance-position 
control approach that utilizes the advantages of both admittance 
and position control. In particular, feedforward models (FFMs) 
are added to the admittance control to compensate variability of 
individual kinematics, nonlinear hip exosuit stiffness and 
actuator transmission loss to enable a more accurate force 
tracking. This system allows us to track force profiles accurately 
and robustly under normal walking or jogging speed. The 
performance of force tracking was evaluated on three subjects 
walking on a treadmill at 1.25 m/s with various magnitude, 
shape, and timings of assistive profiles and jogging on a treadmill 
at 2.3 m/s with varied magnitude of a representative assistance 
profile. Results showed that assistance could be delivered 
reliably across different profiles. In case of walking experiments, 
the errors of the magnitude, RMS-E, and timing were within 2.0 
N, 8.4 N, and 1.8% when varying the magnitude, shape, and 
timing respectively. In case of jogging experiments, the RMS-E 
was within 3.0 N. This system will be used for future research 
examining how to individualize assistive profiles for different 
wearers during walking and jogging. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 In the past decades, lower-limb exoskeletons have been 
drawing intense research interest because of their potential 
applications to assist or augment human performances for 
various purposes. Some of the exoskeletons are designed to 
support and train a paraplegic’s body [1]–[7], while others 
improve the walking efficiency of able-bodied individuals, 
especially in case of load-carrying [8]–[11]. The majority of 
these devices consist of rigid structures, which are favorable 
for supporting the carried load or body weight and producing 
high assistive force to the wearer. However, the rigid nature 

can interfere natural movement of the wearer when the 
exoskeleton joints are misaligned with biological joints or the 
degree of freedom are not supported [12]–[14]. Moreover, the 
large inertia of rigid structures on the distal locations can 
significantly increase the wearer’s net metabolic rate when 
they are not fully compensated [8]. Thus, many research 
groups, moved to a solution of lighter interfaces with more 
efficient actuation strategy to avoid the challenges of more 
traditional exoskeletons [15]–[17]. 

Our group’s approach to mitigate the challenges associated 
with rigid exoskeletons, has been to develop “soft exosuits”, 
that use functional apparel to provide a conformal, lightweight 
and non-restrictive means to interface to the wearer’s body 
[18]–[20]. Combining the textile-based structure with Bowden 
cable actuation and force-based position control approaches 
we have demonstrated that we can deliver significant assistive 
forces to wearers without restricting their natural movement 
[21]–[23]. For portable systems, this approach enables the 
wearable robot to have low inertia on distal limb locations by 
having the actuation unit close to the wearer’s center of the 
mass, thus minimizing the impact of the system on the 
wearer’s energetics. 

To explore the lower-limb assistance research with soft 
exosuits in an efficient and controlled manner, we previously 
developed reconfigurable off-board actuation platforms that 
can be used to assist one or more joints [19], [20], [22]. These 
platforms have the heavier actuation components removed 
from the wearer similar to [24]–[26] and enable a wide range 
of assistance strategies to be applied to the lower extremities 
without adversely affecting the natural dynamics of walking. 
We have demonstrated the utility of these platforms for 
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Figure 1. Overview of an off-board actuation platform with hip exosuit. 
The off-board actuation platform is shown on the left. Two sets of 
Bowden cables are connected to the soft exosuit to provide hip extension 
assistance during walking. 



  

guiding suit architecture design, controller development and 
biomechanical and physiological studies [20]–[23], [27]. 
Those results of our research have also helped guide the design 
of our fully autonomous portable systems [28], [29]. 

While a number of groups have now shown exciting 
metabolic reductions with both autonomous and tethered 
wearable robots, it is well accepted that there remains scope to 
better optimize the assistive profiles for wearer to achieve 
maximum benefit with these systems. Already, many 
researchers have worked on investigating the effects on 
changes in control parameters (e.g. timing and magnitude of 
the assistance) on biomechanical and physiological objectives 
to better understand the human-robot interaction landscapes 
[16], [23], [24], [30], [31]. A major challenge in the field to 
date has been the large variability in response across subjects 
in various studies and so recently there is also growing interest 
in applying optimization techniques to automatically tune 
control parameters for individual wearers to minimize or 
maximize some objective function [32], where needs the 
actuation system to track the shape of the optimized assistance 
profile accurately.  

Our previous actuation platforms and control approaches 
provided decent tracking of the key features of the desired 
force profile within a limited magnitude range under normal 
walking speed [21], [22]. However, given the growing 
recognition of the importance of tuning assistance profiles to 
different individuals and initializing our research on assisting 
jogging, we set to create an upgraded tethered actuation system 
and control approach to enable force tracking across a range of 
different profiles that can be modified instantaneously under 
normal walking and jogging speed.  

In this paper, we present a more powerful actuation 
platform and a switching admittance-position control 
approach. The expandable off-board system consists of a two 
degree of freedom modular actuation unit that can generate 
assistive forces delivered through our soft exosuit under 
normal walking or jogging speed. The new control approach 
was developed to utilize the advantages of both admittance and 
position control to perform accurate force tracking and cable 
slack management. In particular, three feedforward models 
(FFMs) are studied and added to the admittance control to 
compensate for variability of individual kinematics, nonlinear 
hip exosuit stiffness and improve the actuator performances 
under a varied cable force and speed environment. Results of 
human subject experiments demonstrated the importance of 
the FFMs; they enabled the accurate assistive profile tracking 
of various shapes, magnitudes, and timings with soft exosuit 
for walking and jogging. 

II. SOFT EXOSUIT 

As an initial exploration, we chose to validate our actuation 
system and control approach with the mono-articular hip 
exosuit due to its simplicity as shown in Figure 2. The textile 
components of the hip exosuit consisted of a spandex base 
layer, a waist belt, two thigh braces and two elastic straps for 
IMUs. The waist belt and thigh braces were constructed with 
a woven fabric with reinforcement webbing, and neoprene was 
added to the waist belt to better spread the pressure around the 
iliac crest of the wearer, which was previously described in 
[21], [23], [28]. The IMU (VN-100 Rugged IMU, Vectornav 

Technologies, TX, USA) is secured by elastic straps on the 
anterior part of the thigh and measures the thigh angle that is 
used for gait cycle (GC) event detection. 

 Two Bowden cable anchor points are at the bottom of the 
back side of the waist belt and the top center of the thigh brace 
on the back of the leg respectively. The load cell (LSB200, 
Futek Advanced Sensor Technology Inc., CA, USA) is 
integrated in the aluminum anchor point attachment piece to 
measure the cable force. When the actuator pulls the inner 
cable, the soft exosuit generates a force that in parallel with the 
wearer’s hip extension muscles by shortening the distance 
between the two anchor points. More details of suit structure 
and modeling can be found in [21], [23], [28]. 

III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Biological Requirements 

To be capable of replicating the full biological ankle and 
hip joint moments of walking and 30% of jogging, we 
calculated our actuation specifications based on data in [33], 
[34], as shown in Table I. The required assistive torque for 
ankle and hip are around 130 Nm and 104 Nm respectively for 
an 80 kg subject walking at 1.25 m/s, and 75 Nm and 29 Nm 
for 30% of biological ankle and hip joint moment of jogging 
at 2.3 m/s. The average angular speed of hip and ankle joint 
reach up to 2.8 rad/s and 2.5 rad/s for walking, 6.7 rad/s and 
4.5 rad/s for jogging respectively. To translate torque and 
rotational motion into cable force  and speed, the moment 
arm for each joint was estimated based on the design of our 
current soft exosuit. Using the soft exosuit stiffness model 

 evaluated in Section IV, the minimum required 

 
Figure 2. Diagram (left) and photo (right) of a person wearing the hip 
exosuit with sensor implementation. 

TABLE I. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS OF ACTUATION SYSTEM FROM 
BIOLOGICAL DATA 

Walking (1.25 m/s) Jogging (2.3 m/s) 

Ankle Hip Ankle Hip

Range of joint motion (deg) 27 29 44 44

Max. joint speed (rad/s) 2.8 2.5 6.7 4.5

Max. joint moment (Nm) 130 104 75 29

Exosuit moment arm (m) 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.15

Cable travel length (m) 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.17

Actuator minimum speed (m/s) 2.8 1.3 3.1 2.3

Actuator peak force (N) 1300 693 750 192



  

actuator speed  is the sum of the cable velocity used to 
follow the motion of biological joints 	and the soft 
exosuit deformation speed with the desired assistive force 

. Travel length for cable  is the maximum 

stroke reached when integrating the actuator speed . Those 
relations are also shown in (1) and (2). 

max‖ ‖	

										 max  (1)

max min  (2)

The biological data and calculated actuator specifications 
based on (1) and (2) are listed in Table I. 

B. Actuation System 

The two DOF modular actuator units of the off-board 
platform are shown in Figure 3. Each DOF has a peak force 
capability of 1480 N and maximum speed of 3.2 m/s with an 
85 V power supply that satisfies the listed biological 
requirements. Each actuator consists of a customized 
frameless brushless motor (Allied Motion, Colorado, USA) 
with a no-load speed of 6122 rpm and a peak torque of 10.87 
Nm, a customized 9.25:1 spiroid gear set (ITW Heartland, 
MN, USA) and a 45 mm radius pulley. The pulley groove is 
designed to be able to wrap the inner Bowden cable 1.5 times 
around the pulley, allowing 420 mm of cable travel. As a safety 
feature, a mechanical slip clutch is located between the spiroid 
gear and pulley. Once the cable force exceeds the set threshold, 
the output pulley will start to slip. One encoder (360 cnt/rev, 
AS5134, Ams, Premstaetten, Austria) is mounted on the back 
of our customized motor. It measures the position and velocity 
of the motor. Four cooling fans (L034625, Delta electronics, 
Taiwan) are installed in front of the heat sink on the actuator 
bottom case.   

Bowden cables are used to transmit the force from the 
actuation system to the hip exosuit as shown in Figure 1. The 
cable sheath of the actuator side connects to the pulley cover 
and inner cable attaches to the pulley as shown in Figure 3. 
When the motor rotates, the actuator can either pull in the inner 
cable to generate a force on the hip exosuit or push the cable 
out so it can go slack.  

C. Control System Architecture 

The electronics hardware has a three-layer configuration 
for the control system architecture: real time target machine 
(top layer), microprocessor (middle layer), and servomotor 
driver (bottom layer). By leveraging a previously developed 
integrated circuit board including microprocessor and 
servomotor driver [29] and the control structure of previous 
multi-joint actuation platform [20], only communication 
between layers is required to close the control loop across all 
layers. CAN Communication was selected to satisfy the 1 kHz 
control loop rate requirement for a simpler implementation 
compared to Ethercat. 

In the top layer, a dell precision T3500 computer is 
configured as the real time target machine that runs Matlab 

Simulink for the control implementation. A PCI interface card 
for CAN (CAN-AC PCI, Softing AG, Haar, Germany) is 
installed on this computer to acquire sensor signals and send 
desired current to servomotor driver through the 
microprocessor. All sensors and actuator signals including 
load cell, IMU, actuator encoders command motor current and 
measured motor current are all logged on the real time target 
machine at the control loop frequency. An Arduino Due is 
selected as the microprocessor in the middle layer. It acts as a 
signal hub between real time target machine and servomotor 
driver while protecting the system from undesired behavior of 
the actuator due to anomalous errors of signals from real time 
target machine. In the bottom layer, Gold Twitter (Elmo 
Motion Control Ltd, Israel) with 55V maximum supply 
voltage and 60 A peak current is selected as the current 
servomotor driver. It tracks the checked current command 
from the microprocessor to drive the actuator at the desired 
speed and stiffness. With this control system structure, it keeps 
the possibility to make this actuation modular to be a self-
contained actuation system without an external real time target 
machine similar to the off-board system in [22].   

IV. SYSTEM MODELING 

To achieve accurate force tracking on a moving object 
through a soft interface, we need a high bandwidth control 
system. Feedforward ideas are shown to lead an increase in the 
effective bandwidth of a close-loop control and an 
improvement on tracking performance in previous studies [35], 
[36]. In this section, we present accurate models of suit 
stiffness, thigh motion, and actuator transmission. These 
models are integrated into our control architecture as feed 
forward models that significantly improved the force tracking 
performance of our actuation system. The detailed 
implementation of each FFM is described in Section V. 

A. Suit stiffness model 

The suit stiffness model is intended to enable the controller 
to compensate for the nonlinear deformation in the hip exosuit 
when assistance force is generated. Using desired reference 
force as the input to calculate the required cable position is the 
purpose of the suit stiffness model. For the model derivation, 
we measured the stiffness of waist and thigh garment for three 
health male subjects (30 ± 1 years old; 70 ± 7 kg; 172 ± 8 cm) 
by capturing the relation between changed cable length and 
resulted cable force while mimic actuation at the hip joint. The 
subjects were asked to stand in a pose with feet 50 cm apart in 
a pose close to that at 13% GC, which is close to when force 
was maximally applied to hip extension in our previous work 

Figure 3. 3-D CAD diagram of actuation system. 



  

[21], [27], [28]. In each trial, the actuator was commanded to 
generate 250N peak force under a constant velocity around 
0.06m/s and release the cable under the same speed. Ten cycles 
of cable pulling and releasing are recorded with each subject. 
The results of the measurement are shown in Figure 4. The 
color dotted lines are the raw data from all three subjects. The 
black line is the fitted model with a logarithmic function 
shown as (3).  is the cable force and  is the required cable 
position.  

 ln 1  (3)

B. Thigh motion model 

The thigh motion model is designed to compensate the 
disturbances brought by the thigh motion while delivering 
assistance during the walking and jogging. To minimize this 
disturbance, we try to estimate the needed cable length for 
different thigh angles measured by the IMU. To model this, we 
conducted experiments with same subjects who participated in 
the suit stiffness test. Both IMU signals on the thigh and the 
cable position from the motor encoder were recorded when the 
subject swing the corresponding leg back and forth slowly 
under a constant 15N cable pre-tension for ten cycles. The 
measurement results are in Figure 5. The color dotted lines are 
the raw data from all three subjects. The black line is the fitted 
model with linear function as (4).	  is the IMU angle, where 
0 is the neutral standing position, negative angle represents hip 
flexion and positive angle represents hip extension.  is the 
required cable position.  

  (4)

C. Actuator transmission model 

The actuator transmission model gives estimations of the 
required motor current to the servomotor driver under different 
cable forces. With accurate current estimation, it decreases the 
phase delay of the force tracking. It uses the desired cable 
forces, cable velocity and the moment inertia and friction 
effects of the mechanical components to capture the actuator 
transmission behavior during actuation.  

The model is written as , , which is a 
function of the cable force  and speed  as (5). 

, 	

						
2

2
2

 
(5)

where  and  are the efficiency of cable sheath and 
gear, respectively.  is the viscous friction coefficient of 
overall mechanical components.  and  are the pulley 
diameter and gear ratio, respectively. , ,  and  are the 
moment inertia of rotor, pinion gear, ring gear, and pulley, 
respectively.  is the motor torque constant. These 
coefficients are calculated based on the technical data sheet 
( , , , , ,	 ), 3-D CAD model ( , 	 	) and 
estimations by comparing measured and estimated motor 
currents ( , ). The  is estimated as a constant 
without considering bending angle effect of the cable sheath. 

To validate the actuator transmission model, we fed the 
model with measured cable force and cable velocity to 

calculate the estimated current. Then we compared the 
estimated current with the measured current during assistive 
walking and jogging conditions. One example of the estimated 
current and measured current are shown in Figure 6 for two 
continuous walking steps. The root mean square error (RMS-
E) between measured and estimated current is within 3.15A, 
which is 5.9% of measured peak current. 

V. CONTROL 

A. Gait Event Estimation Using IMU 

The IMU attached to the front of each thigh measures the 
thigh angle in the sagittal plane and a gait detection algorithm 
identifies the first positive thigh angle peak (corresponding to 
maximum hip flexion angle) after a negative thigh angle peak 
(corresponding to maximum hip extension angle) as the 
maximum hip flexion point. Stride time was measured as the 
time between two consecutive maximum hip flexion events. 
The expected duration of the current stride time is estimated 
from the average of the previous two strides. It is worth noting 

Figure 4. Relation between changed cable length and resulted cable force 
to calculate suit stiffness model. 

Figure 5. Relation between changed cable length and thigh angle to 
calculate thigh motion model. 

 

Figure 6. Verification of actuator transmission model by comparing 
measured and estimated motor currents. 
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that the gait percentage axes for the plots shown in this paper 
are segmented by the maximum hip flexion. Forces shown in 
Figure 10 and Figure 11 are shifted to 10% and 20% to the left 
to make 0% as heel strike based on the maximum hip flexion 
timing are 90% and 80% GC on average for walking and 
jogging respectively [21], [23], [37]. 

B. Switching Admittance-Position Control 

 It is important to minimize any cable tension during the 
non-assistive phase with this uni-directional actuation 
approach. In order to achieve this along with accurate force 
profile tracking, a switching admittance-position controller 
based on the GC, similar to the control method described in 
[38], [39], was implemented to utilize the advantages of both 
admittance and position controllers in Figure 7 and Figure 8 
respectively. The controller is switched to admittance control 
during assistive phase and it changes back to position control 
to push the cable out to slack during non-assistive phase.  

Admittance control with feedforward models (FFMs) for 
tracking assistive profile: The admittance controller structure 
used in this paper is comprised of a cascade-like controller 
including an inner velocity loop and an outer admittance loop 
with FFMs as Figure 7. The velocity and force signals are 
obtained from the encoder in the actuation system and load cell 
on the hip exosuit. 

The virtual admittance in the outer admittance control loop 
transforms a force error into a desired velocity that is then sent 
to the inner velocity control loop as feedback term. The 
admittance equation is defined in the Laplace domain as (6) 

 Y
1
∙

 (6)

where , , , , and Y  define the virtual inertia, 
damping, desired cable velocity of feedback term, local 
assistive force and virtual admittance respectively. The control 
parameter of  and  are selected experimentally similar to  
[20]. 

Due to the nonlinear soft nature of exosuit and the 
disturbances from the thigh motions and the varied shape of 
desired cable force, the actuation platform does not show 
decent tracking performance with general admittance control. 
To overcome these limitations, we implemented the suit 
stiffness and thigh motion models as (3) and (4) in the outer 
admittance loop as FFMs as shown in (7). 

1
 (7)

where and  define the feedforward term of desired cable 
velocity and the desired assistive force respectively.  

The velocity controller in the inner velocity control loop 
transforms a velocity error into a desired current that is then 
sent to the actuator system. The velocity controller use a 
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control form. We 
implemented the actuator transmission model in the velocity 
control loop as FFM as shown in (8) to enable faster velocity 
tracking by giving an estimation of the required motor current 
to the servomotor driver. 

,  (8)

where  and  define the feedforward term of the desired 
motor current and the actuator transmission model as (5), 
respectively.  

Position control for slack management: The position 
controller structure is comprised of two-cascading loops 

Figure 7. Schematic of admittance control with feedforward models. 

 
Figure 8. Schematic of position control. 
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including the outer position loop and the inner velocity loop as 
Figure 8. With the cascading structure, the controller improves 
the stiffness and robustness from high-frequency disturbances 
comparing using a position loop on its own. Both position and 
velocity controllers in each loop use a proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) control form.  

VI. SYSTEM VALIDATION 

A. Bandwidth experiment 

To evaluate the force tracking performance with or without 
FFMs, we evaluated the system bandwidth by commanding 
sinusoidal sweep force signals (from 1 to 30 Hz) with a cable 
magnitude of 100 N (peak to peak 200 N) for both conditions. 
The subject was asked to stand in the same posture as 
described in the suit stiffness test. 

The Bode plot of the system with force controller are 
generated using the Fourier transform of desired and measured 
signals as Figure 9. Bandwidth was calculated as the lesser of 
the -3 dB cutoff frequency. The results demonstrate that the 
force control with FFM show a bandwidth of 19.6 Hz with a 
phase margin of -119°, demonstrating higher performance 
compared to our previous actuation system [20]. But without 
FFM, the force control only shows a bandwidth of 8.3 Hz with 
a phase margin of -53°. It is helpful to improve the bandwidth 
which is highly related to the force tracking performance. 

B. Human subject experiment 

A pilot test was performed with three subjects to evaluate 
the system controllability for hip extension assistance during 
walking and jogging on a treadmill at 1.25 m/s and 2.3 m/s, 
respectively. Experiments were performed on the same 
subjects who participated in the experiments for system 
modeling. Each subject walked for one minute for each trial 
wearing the hip exosuit with different commanded hip 
extension assistance force profiles. Data from the last ten 
strides for each condition were analyzed and compared. 

During walking, the magnitude, shape, and timing of 
assistive profiles were varied with shapes approximately 
matching the biological moment of hip joint during unassisted 
walking at 1.5 m/s [23], [33]. Since the maximum supply 
voltage of current servomotor driver is currently limited to 
55V, our system cannot reach the maximum speed until we 
upgrade the hardware, thus the evaluation approach was taken 
for jogging by only varying the magnitudes. The profile shape 
was designed based on the hip extension moment during 
jogging at 2 m/s [40]. Both tests for walking and jogging were 

performed on two conditions, with or without the FFM to 
compare the effect of the FFM. The admittance gains were 
tuned as same for both control schemes. 

We combine two independent parameterized sinusoidal 
curves at the peak as the first and second halves to represent a 
fraction of the simplified biological hip moment. This 
approach enables the system to quickly change to different 
magnitude, shape, and timings of assistive profiles by 
changing parameters of the two sinusoidal curves as shown in 
(9). 

sin
2

,		

sin
2

2
,		

0, 		otherwise

(9)

where , , and  define the desired onset, peak, and end 
timing of assistive profile in GC respectively, while , , 
and x define the desired assistive force, peak force magnitude, 
and current GC respectively. 

Figure 10(a) shows the results of walking experiments for 
three different assistive profiles; walk: mag 200N, walk: mag 
250N, and walk: mag 300N; with the desired magnitudes ( ) 

 
Figure 10. Overlapped tracking results of assistive profiles for walking in three types of experiment: difference in (a) magnitude, (b) shape, and (c) 
timings. The solid and dotted lines are experiment results on same condition with and without the FFMs, respectively. The shaded areas are standard 
deviations of measured signals. 

 

Figure 9. Bandwidth test results of admittance control with or without 
FFMs. 



  

of 200 N, 250 N, and 300 N with the same timing of onset, 
peak, and end, which are 90%, 15%, 40%, respectively. To 
show the tracking performance of the peak magnitudes, the 
peak value of the measured assistive profile is selected as the 
representative index. Average-step measured peak force (  
AVG) of assistive profile are analyzed for experiment results 
with or without the FFMs as shown in Table II. The tracking 
error of average-step measured peak force of assistive profile 
with FFMs is within 2.0 N through all the varied magnitude 
conditions, compared to 16.1 N without FFMs. 

Figure 10(b) shows the test results of walking experiments 
for tracking three different assistive profile shapes walk: peak 
10%, walk: peak 20%, walk: peak 30% with different peak 
timing of 10%, 20%, and 30% in GC while keeping same onset 
and end timings of 90% and 40%, and magnitude of 250 N. 
RMS-E of the desired and measured assistive profiles are 
analyzed to show the overall shape differences. Average-step 
RMS-E (RMS-E AVG) of the assistive profiles for experiment 
results with or without the FFMs are shown in Table III. The 
average-step RMS-E of assistive profile with FFMs is within 
8.4 N, which is 3.4% of measured peak force (%	 ) through 
all varied shape conditions, compared to 29.5 N without FFMs. 

Figure 10(c) shows the test results of walking experiments 
for three different shifted assistive profiles with same 
magnitude of 250N; walk: shift -7.5%, walk: shift 0%, and 
walk: shift 7.5%; having onset, peak, and end timings as walk: 
shift -7.5% = (90%, 7.5%, 25%), walk: shift 0%= (97.5%, 
15%, 32.5%), and walk: shift 7.5%= (5%, 22.5%, 40%), 
respectively. walk: shift -7.5% and +7.5% is shifted ±7.5% 
based on walk: shift 0%. As a representative index, the peak 
timing of measured assistive profile, which largely represents 
the tracking performance in terms of timing, is analyzed. 
Average-step measured peak timing (  AVG) with or 
without the FFMs are shown in as Table IV. The tracking error 
of average-step measured peak timings with FFMs is below 
1.8% in GC through all varied timing conditions, compared to 
2.8% without FFMs.  

Figure 11 shows the results of jogging experiments for 
three different assistive profiles; jog: mag 100N, jog: mag 
150N, and jog: mag 200N; with the desired magnitudes ( ) 
of 100 N, 150 N, and 200 N with the same timing of onset, 
peak, and end, which are 0%, 20%, 35%, respectively. To 
quantify the tracking performance, the peak value of the 
measured assistive profile is selected as the representative 
index. Average-step measured peak force (  AVG) values 
with and without the FFMs as shown in Table V. The tracking 

error of average-step measured peak force of assistive profile 
with FFMs is within 3.0 N through all the varied magnitude 
conditions, compared to 25.5 N without FFMs. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we demonstrate accurate force profile 
tracking of various shapes, magnitudes, and timings for soft 
exosuits under normal walking and jogging speed using a 
powerful off-board actuation platform and an improved 
control approach. In particular, the use of FFMs that account 
for disturbances from thigh motion, nonlinear hip human-
exosuit stiffness and actuator transmission model largely 
improved the controller’s bandwidth and tracking 
performances. The actuation system enables us to explore how 
to individualize assistance profiles to achieve higher metabolic 
reduction for different wearers during walking and jogging.  

In future work, we plan to upgrade the control architecture 
with adaptive control approach, which updates the control 
parameters according to different walking kinematics and suit-
human stiffness across individuals. In addition, we plan to 
explore more diverse assisting jogging with the methods 
presented. 

TABLE II. DESIRED AND MEASURED PEAK FORCE OF DIFFERENT 
MAGNITUDES OF WALKING EXPERIMENTS 

   AVG w/ FFD  AVG w/o FFD

walk: mag 200N 200 N 198.0 N 186.2 N 

walk: mag 250N 250 N 248.6 N 236.3 N 

walk: mag 300N 300 N 298.4 N 283.9 N 

TABLE III. MEASURED RMS-E OF DIFFERENT SHAPES OF WALKING 
EXPERIMENTS 

 
w/ FFD w/o FFD 

RMS-E AVG %	  RMS-E AVG %  

walk: peak 10% 8.4 N 3.4% 29.5 N 11.8% 

walk: peak 20% 5.4 N 2.2% 28.2 N 11.3% 

walk: peak 30% 5.4 N 2.2% 27.1 N 10.8% 

TABLE IV. DESIRED AND MEASURED PEAK TIMINGS OF THE SHIFTED 
PROFILES OF WALKING EXPERIMENTS 

  AVG w/ FFD  AVG w/o FFD 

walk: shift -7.5% 7.5% 7.7% 9.3% 

walk: shift 0% 15% 14.6% 17.6% 

walk: shift 7.5% 22.5% 24.3% 25.3% 

TABLE V. DESIRED AND MEASURED PEAK FORCE OF DIFFERENT 
MAGNITUDES OF JOGGING EXPERIMENTS 

   AVG w/ FFD  AVG w/o FFD

jog: mag 100N 100 N 98.8 N 76.1 N 

jog: mag 150N 150 N 147.5 N 124.5 N 

jog: mag 200N 200 N 197.0 N 174.6 N 

 
Figure 11. Overlapped tracking results of assistive profiles for jogging in 
difference magnitudes. The solid and dotted lines are experiment results 
on same condition with and without the FFMs, respectively. The shaded 
areas are standard deviations of measured signals. 
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